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Evaluation / lessons learned 
 
Make the selection process 
transparent 
•Call for proposals! 
•Selection committee? 
•Guide the proposals? 
•Decide on a topic or data set? 
 
Planning and support 
•Overlap between researchers is 
good, but not too much! 
•Welcome programmers with  
    more expertise & learn from  
    them 
 
Promotion 
•Publish call for proposals with a  
   lot of noise  
•Organise a public event per 
researcher 
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How? Invite the researcher in!   The Researcher-in-Residence at the KB 
dh@kb.nl      @KBNLresearch      kb.nl/en/digitalhumanities    kbresearch.nl   
Public memory of World 
War I in the Netherlands 
How do you research the 
use and change of public 
memories over time in 
digitised newspapers? 
Result: 
 
Experimental search 
interface for newspapers 
Dr. Samuël Kruizinga 
Dr. Jiyin He 
University of Amsterdam 
The language of Taylorism 
in public discourse 
How do you take the step 
from searching for words to 
searching for concepts? 
Result: 
 
Tool for diachronic analysis 
of ambiguous concepts 
Dr. Pim Huijnen 
 
Utrecht University 
Photos in and out of context 
(PhoCon)  
What is the best way to 
search for reuse of photos 
in digitised material?  
Result: 
 
Demonstrator for image 
searching 
Dr. Martijn Kleppe 
Dr. Desmond Elliott 
Erasmus University & CWI 
• Early career researchers (PhD/postdoc) 
 
• KB Data 
– 1 million newspapers, books and 
journals 
– Parliamentary papers  
– Radio bulletins 
– Dutch Web archive 
 
• KB Research Lab 
 
• Short projects (3-6 months) funded by KB 
 
• Support from Digital Humanities team 
– Data experts 
– Content experts 
– Programmers 
 
